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Abstract: In this report, inspired by non-constructive simulation developed in the qualitative reasoning field, we present a non-constructive interval simulation algorithm for
the simulation of dynamic systems. To perform this kind of simulation, we first recast
two integration methods, which were originally used in traditional numerical simulation,
and made them suitable for performing interval simulation in a non-constructive manner. Then we proposed an iterative interval narrowing algorithm to control the growth of
intervals during simulation. To achieve better accuracy and efficiency of the simulation,
we designed several simulation modes to meet different requirements of various problems.
The proposed simulation algorithm was theoretically studied in terms of its completeness,
soundness, convergence, and stability. Finally two classical dynamic systems, as well as
an electrical circuit model containing an algebraic loop, were used as test examples to
demonstrate the validity of the proposed simulation approach.
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Introduction

Numerical simulation of dynamic systems has been widely used in many engineering and
scientific fields [1] because of its ability to offer precise estimation of the behaviours of a
dynamic system at a quantitative level. Numerical simulation starts from differential equation
models, among which the most commonly used are Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE)
and Differential Algebraic Equation (DAE) models, and tries to find numerical solutions of
the model when it is hard or even impossible to find analytical ones. It is able to predict
the exact numerical values of variables of interest at certain time points within the given
time period, and thus to generate a trajectory for each variable along the time axis, thereby
describing how the dynamic system evolves with time.
However, in many real-world problems, initial values of some variables are not easy to
measure and consequently the initial values of these variables are often given in the form of
intervals, each of which contains a lower and upper bound. In addition, sometimes some of
the parameter values of a model cannot be precisely inferred and are also given as intervals.
Simulating differential equation models with interval-valued initial values and/or parameter
values necessitated the use of interval analysis [38] in the simulation algorithms, which led
to the development of the field interval simulation. Interval simulation has attracted the interest of two different research communities: Qualitative Reasoning (QR) [31] and Numerical
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Simulation (NS). Researchers from these two communities approach interval simulation from
different angles, and utilise different methodologies to perform the study based on the existing results from their respective fields. This resulted in the parallel development of interval
simulation (it is noted that in QR the corresponding subfield is called semi-quantitative simulation), and there is a gap between these two fields in terms of the study of interval simulation.
consequently, there is room for improvement in the development of interval simulation.
In this research we aim to bridge this gap by means of a novel interval simulation algorithm.
This simulation algorithm is based on QR research but employs some of the existing research
results from the NS field. The proposed simulation algorithm will be theoretically studied
and experimentally validated. Furthermore, we have designed the simulation algorithm to
be non-constructive, a simulation approach originating from QR, details of which are given
in Section 3. This enables the proposed approach to straightforwardly and effectively handle
models with algebraic loops, which are normally dealt with by numerical simulation algorithms
through additional operations [14], which could be complicated and unreliable.
In the rest of the report, we first describe the development of interval simulation within
the NS and QR fields in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we determine the motivations of the
research. In Section 4 we give an introduction to the Morven formalism used in our approach.
In Section 5 the proposed non-constructive interval simulation approach is described in detail.
In Section 6 we present the theoretical analysis on the proposed simulation algorithm. This is
followed by the report of a series of experiments in Section 7, which experimentally validate
the proposed approach. Finally in Section 8 we conclude the report and explore the future
work of the proposed approach.

2
2.1

Background
From Numerical Simulation to Interval Simulation

Within the NS community researchers are interested in fully parameterised models with precise initial values, and problems of numerically simulating such systems with initial values
are called Initial Value Problems (IVPs). Models are often given in the explicit form of
autonomous ODEs for ease of algorithm development as well as practical use, as formally
described below:
y 0 (t) = F (y),
(1)
y(t0 ) = y0 .

(2)

If we use R to denote the set of real numbers, in the above Equation (1) represents a system
of first order ODEs of dimension n, where y ∈ Rn is an unknown n-dimensional vector
variable; variable t ∈ R stands for time; y 0 (t) is the first derivative of y with respect to t; and
F : Rn → Rn is a given function. Equation (2) gives the initial values for this ODE model,
where y0 ∈ Rn and t0 ∈ R.
Given the model and initial values described by Equations (1) and (2), researchers are
interested in answering the following question: If at a given time period [t0 , tend ], where
tend ∈ R and tend > t0 , y(t) is continuously differentiable, how can we approximately calculate
a series of values {y(tj )}, where tj ∈ [t0 , tend ]? This question is termed the IVP for ODEs.
Over the past two centuries there have been many well-established numerical simulation
algorithms developed for IVPs, examples of which include Euler methods [3], Runge-Kutta
methods [12], and the Adams family [4].
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However, some researchers in this community started to realise the importance of the
situations when initial values are given as real intervals rather than a real number. A real
interval Y is defined as the set of real numbers with given upper and lower bounds:
Y = [Y , Y ] = {y ∈ R | Y ≤ y ≤ Y }.

(3)

The interval IVP for ODEs is represented by the following two sets of equations:
Y 0 (t) = F (Y ),

(4)

Y (t0 ) = Y0 .

(5)

In the above equations, Y ∈ IRn is an n-dimensional interval-valued vector variable, where
IR denotes the set of real intervals, each of which has the form described by Formula (3).
Y0 ∈ IRn is the given initial values.
Some researchers went further by considering situations when the parameters are also
intervals, which lead to the replacement of Equation (4) by the following equation:
Y 0 (t) = F(Y, θ).

(6)

In the above F is a vector function containing interval-valued parameters, and θ ∈ IRm
is the parameter vector with m being the number of parameters in the model.
Based on the existing numerical algorithms for IVPs, researchers tried to recast these
algorithms and make them work with interval arithmetic. Many efforts have been made to
develop reliable ODE solvers to deal with interval IVPs for ODEs described by Equations
(4) and (5). Early work includes the interval methods for ODEs developed by Moore [39]
and Markov & Angelov [36]. There are already several publicly available software packages,
such as AWA [34], VNODE [48], and COSY [35], for solving interval IVPs for ODEs. More
detailed information about existing methods for solving interval IVPs is given by Nedialkov,
Jackson, & Corliss [46], and available software packages are summarised by Nedialkov [47].
In addition, there is one system VSPODE [32] trying to deal with problems described by
Equations (6) and (5).
The above mentioned interval ODE solver share many similarities: all of them can be
considered as interval versions of traditional numerical simulators. To perform the simulation, all of them except COSY largely rely on the successful calculation of interval Taylor
coefficient [46], which requires additional automatic differentiation packages, such as FADBAD++ [56]. While COSY employs a Taylor model integrator which enables it to deal with
larger interval initial values [35].
Apart from ODEs, some researchers are interested in DAEs (Differential Algebraic Equation) because in many scientific problems DAEs are a natural description of the underlying
dynamic systems and consequently easier to understand compared with ODEs. A set of DAEs
is represented by the following equation:
F (t, y, y 0 , y 00 , ...., y [m] ) = 0

(7)

In the above y is an unknown n-dimensional vector variable, and y 0 , y 00 ,..., y [m] are derivatives
of y with respect to time t. Function F is a mapping Rn·m+1 → Rn . Note an implicit ODE has
the same form as Equation (7), but the difference is that a DAE cannot always be converted
to an equivalent form of Equation (1) by introducing intermediate variables.
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The initial values at time t0 is a solution of DAEs in the form of Equation (7) in the
following form:
F (t0 , y(t0 ), y 0 (t0 ), y 00 (t0 ), ..., y [m] (t0 )) = 0
(8)
The IVP for DAEs is to numerically simulate DAEs in the form of Equation (7) given the
initial values shown in Equation (8). Similar to the way we represent the interval IVPs for
ODEs, the interval IVPs for DAEs can be written according to Equations (7) and (8).
The development of interval DAE solvers also received some attention [49, 21] recently.
In all of the existing interval DAE solvers, pre-analysis of the structure of the DAE before
simulation is required, for instance, the Pryce’s structural analysis [52], which has been used
by several interval DAE solvers [21, 5, 49]. In addition to the pre-analysis of the DAE, taylor
series (as in DAETS [49]) or taylor models (as in COSY [35]) are required, which in turn
require the use of FADBAD++ [56] as in interval ODE solvers.

2.2

From Qualitative Simulation to Semi-quantitative Simulation

In the Qualitative Reasoning (QR) community, researchers initially focused on describing
complex dynamic systems at a qualitative level by the use of Qualitative Differential Equations
(QDEs) [31]. A QDE is the conjunction of a set of qualitative constraints, which link the
qualitative variables in the model and express the relations among these variables. Qualitative
variables can only take values from their associated quantity spaces. A quantity space is
composed of several qualitative values, for example, in QSIM [29, 30], a well-known qualitative
simulator, qualitative values are landmark values and intervals between two landmark values.
As for the qualitative constraints, there are two kinds: those representing algebraic relations, such as qualitative addition, substraction, multiplication, and division, and those
representing incomplete knowledge about the function relations, such as M + and M − constraints in QSIM, and function constraints in Morven [17, 7], a fuzzy qualitative reasoning
framework. Table 1 lists some commonly used qualitative constraints in QSIM and their corresponding mathematical relations. In this table variables in the right hand column such as
X(t) are continuous functions of time t. f is a function that is continuously differentiable over
its domain (the so-called reasonable functions in QSIM), and f 0 stands for the first derivative
of f.
Similarly, Table 2 lists some Morven constraints and the corresponding mathematical
equations. Morven constraints are more flexible: each place in a constraint can represent not
only the magnitude, but also arbitrary derivative of a variable. As in FuSim [55], a fuzzy
qualitative reasoning algorithm, the func constraints in Morven are more general than M +
and M − constraints: it allows any mapping of possible values for one variable to be consistent
with another, and it can also be specialised to represent the same relations as M + and M − .
A QDE is an abstraction of a set of ODEs as described by Equation (1) or DAEs as
described by Equation (7) because the function relations of a QDE correspond to an infinite number of quantitative mathematical functions, and the qualitative values assigned to
variables in a QDE represent various quantitative values.
A qualitative simulation engine such as QSIM or Morven is able to simulate a QDE
model and predicate possible qualitative states and their transitions. A qualitative state is a
complete assignment of all qualitative variables in the system.
QR is suitable for modelling dynamic systems with incomplete knowledge and qualitative
measurements. However, if there is more precise yet incomplete quantitative information
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Table 1: Some qualitative constraints in QSIM and their corresponding mathematical equations
QSIM Constraints

Mathematical Equations

ADD(X,Y,Z)
MULT(X,Y,Z)
DERIV(X,Y)
MINUS(X,Y)
M + (X,Y)
M − (X,Y)

Z(t) = X(t) + Y (t)
Z(t) = Y (t) ∗ X(t)
dX(t)/dt = Y (t)
Y (t) = −X(t)
Y (t) = f (X(t)), f 0 > 0
Y (t) = −f (X(t)), f 0 > 0

Table 2: Some qualitative constraints in Morven and their corresponding mathematical equations
Morven Constraints

Mathematical Equations

sub (dt 0 Z, dt 0 X, dt 0 Y)
mul (dt 0 Z, dt 0 X, dt 0 Y)
div (dt 0 Z, dt 0 X, dt 0 Y)
func (dt 0 Y, dt 0 X)
sub (dt 1 Z, dt 0 X, dt 0 Y)
func (dt 1 Y, dt 0 X)

Z(t) = X(t) − Y (t)
Z(t) = Y (t) ∗ X(t)
Z(t) = X(t)/Y (t)
Y (t) = f (X(t))
dZ(t)/dt = X(t) − Y (t)
dY (t)/dt = f (X(t))

available, QR engines could make use of this quantitative information to make more precise
predictions.
Some researchers started from qualitative simulation engines such as QSIM and tried to
incorporate incomplete quantitative information (in the form of intervals), and this led to the
development of semi-quantitative simulation algorithms which can communicate with or be
integrated into existing QR engines. For instance, Q2 [28] and Q3 [6] are two semi-quantitative
simulation systems based on the QSIM formalism.
Q2 allows numerical information, including the ranges of some qualitative landmarks and
the bounding envelops of monotonic functions, to be used with QSIM. The provided numerical
information can augment qualitative descriptions: the range information about a landmark
can be propagated across constraints and thus narrow down the range of other landmarks.
One major disadvantage of Q2 is that the time step is very coarse because only qualitative
landmarks are considered. So a lot of spurious errors are generated within the intervals
calculated.
Q3 extends Q2 by introducing step-size refinement. It achieves this by detecting gaps in
the behaviour generated by QSIM and Q2, and then inserts new auxiliary states within this
gap. The new auxiliary states are interpolated to help refine the ranges of the states. This is
continued until the results are sufficiently precise or until no further narrowing of the ranges
can occur. Q3 offers a higher resolution simulation than Q2 by providing more information
between qualitative landmarks. One disadvantage of Q3 is its computational complexity:
it maintains a complex constraint network, in which quantitative information is propagated
throughout the network iteratively by the use of the Waltz algorithm [60]. As this constraint
network is composed of all constraints instantiated from all states, the computational cost
might significantly increase with the increase of the number of newly created states.
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NSIM [25] and SQSIM [26] are two later QSIM-based semi-quantitative simulation systems. NSIM aimed to create a simulation engine which could make use of any numerical
knowledge in addition to the fully qualitative models. Apart from QDEs, it also used Structural Differential Equations (SDEs) and Semi-Quantitative Differential Equations (SQDEs)
to describe models at different levels of abstraction. NSIM evaluates the upper and lower
bounds of each constraint to predict the behaviours, which makes it unsuitable for models
containing non-monotonic functions. Interval arithmetic is used to propagate these bounds
which results in widening of the intervals. SQSIM makes use of the semi-quantitative simulation to refine the behaviour tree of the qualitative simulation thus reducing the number
of spurious behaviours generated. It combines the inferences made by QSIM, Q2 and NSIM
and thus reduces the imprecision in the predictions made by each.
NIS (Numerical Interval Simulation) [59] is closer to the systems developed by the numerical simulation community. At each time step tn , NIS calculates the extremal values of
all derivatives by interval arithmetic. These extremal values are then used for calculating
the variable values for the next time step by an interval version of the Euler or Runge-Kutta
method. The authors claimed that NIS produced tighter simulations than early versions of
the interval ODE solver such as Moore’s approach [39]. However, there is no comparison
between NIS and later interval ODE solvers such as AWA [34] and VNODE [48]. In addition, we note that there is a limitation in NIS: in order to generate a complete enclosure,
the initial intervals of variables must be limited when these variables are arguments of some
non-monotonic functions so that the intervals do not spread across the maximum or minimum
peaks of the non-monotonic functions.

3

Motivations of the Research

From Section 2 we can see that interval simulation of differential equations is an active research area and there are many systems being developed to make more robust and precise
simulation. We also recognise that researchers from the NS and QR communities take different approaches to the interval simulation, and as mentioned in Section 1 there is a gap
between these two communities in terms of the methodology: on one hand, NS researchers
do not make use of qualitative knowledge obtained from reasoning. On the other hand,
QR researchers tend not to be fully aware of the latest development of interval ODE/DAE
solvers and more importantly, do not make better use of existing well-established integration
techniques developed within the NS community.
Consequently, as stated in Section 1, from the QR community point of view, there is
room for improvement in the development of interval simulators: first, we acknowledge the
existence of various integration techniques developed within the NS community. However, as
far as the authors are aware, up till now only the Euler and Runge-Kutta methods have been
used by QR researchers. So one of the motivations of this report is to explore the potential of
other integration techniques, such as the Taylor series [2] and the Adams family [4], applied
to QR-based interval simulation.
Second, apart from the integration techniques, there are two approaches to performing the
simulation: constructive and non-constructive. The distinction between these two kinds of
simulation was first pointed out by Wiegand [63] and also discussed in detail by Coghill and
Chantler [16] within the QR community. Constructive simulation requires that derivatives of
variables are given in explicit forms. An explicit form of the derivative of a variable, say, y 0 , is
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a mathematical equation which is consistent with the model and in this equation y 0 appears
only once and it is the only component on the left-hand side of this equation.
The explicit form of a derivative can be obtained directly from the model, for instance, the
first derivatives of all variables in the ODEs described by Equations (4) and (6) are explicitly
given; the explicit form of a derivative can also be obtained by equation solving if the model
is given in an implicit form. The explicit forms of higher derivatives which do not appear in
the model can be derived by automatic differentiation packages, such as FADBAD++ [56].
In constructive simulation, at time point ti , the derivatives are first calculated directly
from their explicit forms, and then used for the calculation (estimation) of the magnitudes
of variables at the next time point ti+1 . Constructive simulation has been largely used in
numerical simulation and proved its validity, but one limitation is that when models are
given as implicit forms, an additional operation has to be performed to obtain the explicit
forms, and the computational cost of this procedure might be expensive. In addition, to solve
a DAE constructively, the structure analysis might fail in some ill-structured DAEs [52] and
in this situation it is very hard to obtain the explicit forms of the derivatives. Furthermore,
it is not straightforward for constructive simulation to deal with models containing algebraic
loops, which can occur when modelling some electrical or mechanical systems [15].
Within the QR community there are a number of qualitative simulators performing simulation in a non-constructive manner, such as QSIM and FuSim [55]. For instance, in QSIM
the core idea is as follows: at the current simulation step, given a QDE model as described in
Section 2.2 and a qualitative state (also described in Section 2.2) at the immediately previous
simulation step, the QSIM algorithm first considers each constraint of the QDE model and
generates all tuples (pairs or triples) of possible values for the variables of this constraint.
Then the tuples which are not consistent with this constraint are eliminated. After this operation, each constraint is associated with a set of tuples of values. Finally, all possible qualitative
states at the current simulation time step are created by an exhaustive backtracking search
on all combinations of these tuples.
From the QSIM example we see that in general, non-constructive simulation essentially
employs a generate-and-eliminate strategy: all possible variable values (e.g., qualitative landmarks or intervals in QSIM) are first generated, then these values are filtered or further refined
according to model constraints. One of the advantages of non-constructive simulation is that
it is a straightforward approach which does not require the explicit forms of variables or their
derivatives. This is particularly effecitive when dealing with some ill-structured DAEs or
DAEs containing algebraic loops. Non-constructive simulation does not need pre-analysis or
pre-processing for the model, although the generate-and-eliminate strategy sometimes may
be more computationally expensive than constructive simulation.
In interval simulation, variables take interval values instead of qualitative values. However, under the QR framework a differential equation model with interval initial conditions
and parameter values can be converted into a semi-quantitative model composed of several
constraints, each of which corresponds to a mathematical relation of some variables in the
model. For instance, as will be shown later, the model described by Equations (9) and (10)
can be converted into a Morven model listed in Table 3. So similar to qualitative simulation,
in interval simulation we can use each constraint to determine the ranges of interval values
for all variables of this constraint (generate). Then the resulting interval value for a variable
will be the intersection of all intervals obtained from each individual constraint (eliminate).
This means we can also perform the interval simulation in a non-constructive manner.
The above consideration leads to another motivation of this report, that is, to implement
7

a simulator that can perform interval simulation in a non-constructive manner. We expect
that the research into the non-constructive simulation approach will contribute to both the
NS and QR communities.
Finally, we intend to develop our interval simulation algorithm within the Morven framework [17] (formerly known as the Mycroft framework) so that we can make the Morven
framework able to perform a full spectrum of simulation: qualitative, semi-quantitative, and
quantitative. Furthermore, we expect that the interval simulation algorithm can benefit from
the features provided by the Morven framework, including the vector variable and multiple
differential planes which will be described in Section 4.
In summary, the goal of this research is to develop a novel non-constructive interval simulation algorithm that employs appropriate integration techniques and is seamlessly integrated
into the Morven framework.

4

The Morven Framework

In this research we use the Morven formalism to represent semi-quantitative models. In fact,
Morven is implemented as a general simulation framework which is able to represent and
simulate models of different levels of abstractions: from qualitative to quantitative.
The Morven framework [17] is a constraint-based fuzzy qualitative system, and its development is largely based on FuSim [55], the Predictive Algorithm (PA) [63], and Vector
Envisionment (VE) [43].
As in PA, qualitative constraints in a Morven model are distributed over multiple differential planes. The 0th differential plane contains the constraints, which can represent a model
which has the same form as used for numerical simulation. The constraints in a higher differential plane are obtained by differentiating the corresponding constraints in the preceding
differential plane.
As in VE, qualitative variables in Morven are in the form of variable length vectors. The
first element in the vector is the magnitude of the variable, the ith (i > 1) element is the
(i-1)th derivative. The modeller can include as many derivatives as necessary.
As in FuSim, qualitative variables in Morven take their values from fuzzy quantity spaces,
which are composed of fuzzy numbers in the form of fuzzy four-tuples [55]. Morven also
employs the same fuzzy arithmetic operations as defined in FuSim to calculate the algebraic
constraints using fuzzy quantity spaces. However, in this research as we focus on interval
simulation, the fuzzy mechanism is not considered, and consequently fuzzy numbers degenerate into interval numbers in the form described by Equation (3). Accordingly the fuzzy
arithmetic operations become interval arithmetic ones.
Any ODE or DAE model can be converted into a M orven model, and we use the single
tank system shown in Figure 1 as an example to demonstrate how Morven is used to represent
models. The quantitative model for a linear version of this system is as follows:
qo = kV,

(9)

dV /dt = qi − qo ,

(10)

where V is the volume of the liquid in the tank, qi is the inflow, qo is the outflow, and k
is a positive constant coefficient determined by the cross sectional area of the tank and the
density of the liquid.
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Figure 1: The Single Tank System
Table 3: The Morven Model for the Single Tank System
Differential Plane 0
C1 : mul (dt 0 qo , dt 0 k,
C2 : sub (dt 1 V, dt 0 qi ,
Differential Plane 1
C3 : mul (dt 1 qo , dt 1 k,
C4 : sub (dt 2 V, dt 1 qi ,

dt 0 V)
dt 0 qo )

(qo = kV )
(V 0 = qi − qo )

dt1 V)
dt1 qo )

(qo0 = kV 0 )
(V = qi0 − qo0 )
00

The above ODE model can be converted into a Morven model which is shown in Table 3.
This model is composed of four constraints, C1 to C4, and the corresponding quantitative
relation for each constraint is shown on the right hand side in the brackets. Here the label
dt means derivative, and the integer immediately following it indicates which derivative of
the variable (0 means the magnitude). For variable V , the magnitude, the first and second
derivatives are used; for variable qo and qi , only the magnitude and the first derivative are
used.
The primitive sub in Constraints C2 and C4 stands for the subtraction relation. The
primitive mul in Constraint C1 and C3 stands for multiplication. It may be noted that in
this model the parameter k is treated as an exogenous variable, whose value remains constant.
The Morven model given in Table 3 can be quantitative, semi-quantitative, and qualitative
depending on how the values of variables are assigned. For instance, if all variables (including
their magnitudes and derivatives) have to take values from the signs quantity space, which is
shown in Table 4, this Morven model is qualitative; if all variables take interval values instead
of from quantity spaces, the model becomes semi-quantitative; and if all variables take real
numbers, the model is quantitative. The Morven framework is designed to reason about its
models using different algorithms according to different situations.
The model in Table 3 does not contain func constraints as mentioned in Table 2. To
represent a more general form of the single tank system, we can replace Constraints C1 and
C3 with the following two function constraints:
C10 :
func (dt 0 qo , dt 0 V),
C30 :
func (dt 1 qo , dt 1 V).
After the above replacement, the model can describe not only linear but also non-linear
single tank systems through the specification of corresponding mappings for the function
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Table 4: The Signs Quantity Space
Quantity
negative(-)
zero(0)
positive(+)

Range
(−∞,
0
(0,

0)
∞)

Table 5: Function Mappings Under the Signs Quantity Space
func (A,B)
negative
zero
positive

negative
1
0
0

zero
0
1
0

positive
0
0
1

constraints. For instance, if all variables take the signs quantity space as shown in Table 4,
and the mappings of the func in the constraints C10 and C30 are given in Table 5, in which
“1” stands for the existence of a mapping between variables A and B and “0” otherwise, the
model can represent a class of the single tank systems sharing the same qualitative behaviour.
It is also pointed out that in this situation this model can only be simulated qualitatively.

5

Non-constructive Interval Simulation

As mentioned in Section 3 we aim to develop non-constructive interval algorithms as a subcomponent of the Morven framework. More specifically, the resulting simulation algorithms
will form part of JMorven [7, 8], a Java implementation of the Morven framework.
As discussed by Coghill and Chantler [16], in order to perform a non-constructive qualitative simulation, two phases are needed: Transition Analysis (TA) and Qualitative Analysis
(QA), the names of which are first coined by Williams [64]. In the TA phase all possible
qualitative values of variables are generated. The QA phase is applied to the model after TA,
that is, several filters are used to filter out the impossible assignments of values to variables
according to model constraints and global consistency.
In the context of interval simulation, the TA phase corresponds to the interval integration
and QA corresponds to the further refinement of interval values of variables. This means
the interval integration and interval refinement are two most important components of nonconstructive interval simulation.
The rest of this section is organised as follows: in Section 5.1, we give the interval arithmetic used in this research. This is followed by the description of interval integration methods
in Section 5.2 and interval narrowing algorithm presented in Section 5.3. Finally in Section 5.4
we describe in detail several simulation modes provided by the simulation algorithm.

5.1

Interval Arithmetic Used in the Interval Simulation

The interval arithmetic used in our algorithm is defined in Table 6. In this table we consider
two situations: (1) when the two intervals are the same; and (2) when the intervals span zero.
10

The reason for including these two situations and making a more complicated definition of
the interval arithmetic operation is for the ease of implementation and more accurate and
efficient calculation during non-constructive simulation. The final two rows of Table 6 define
the intersection and union of two intervals.
Table 6: Interval Arithmetic Operations
Let:
Operation
−n
1
n

m+n
m−n
m×n

m
n

m∩n
m∪n

m = [a b], n = [c d]
Result
[d c]
[ d1 1c ]
[−∞ ∞]
[a + c b + d]
[a − d b − c]
[0 0]
[ac bd]
[0 bd]
[ac bd]
[bc ad]
[bc bd]
[ad bc]
[bd ac]
[ad ac]
[ad bd]
[bc ac]
[min(ad, bc) max(ac, bd)]
[1 1]
1
m× n
[max(a, c), min(b, d)]
∅
[max(a, c), min(b, d)]

Conditions
all n
c, d > 0 or c, d < 0
c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0
all m, n
m 6= n
m=n
m = n and (c, d > 0 or c, d < 0)
m = n and c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0
m 6= n and a, c > 0
m 6= n and a > 0 and d < 0
m 6= n and a > 0 and c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0
m 6= n and b < 0 and c > 0
m 6= n and b < 0 and d < 0
m 6= n and b < 0 and c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0
m 6= n and a ≤ 0 and b ≥ 0 and c > 0
m 6= n and a ≤ 0 and b ≥ 0 and d < 0
m 6= n and a ≤ 0 and b ≥ 0 and c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0
m=n
m 6= n
a ≤ c ≤ b or c ≤ a ≤ d
b > c or d > a

m 6= n denotes that the intervals do not correspond to the same variable whereas m = n indicates that the intervals do
correspond to the same interval. a, c > 0 indicates that both intervals are positive whereas b, d < 0 dictates that both
intervals are negative. c ≤ 0 and d ≥ 0 (as well as a ≤ 0 and b ≥ 0) governs that the interval spans zero. It is possible
to define m × n for when both intervals span zero however it has been left out in this table for simplicity.

5.2

Integration Methods for Non-constructive Interval simulation

As discussed in Section 2.1 there are many numerical integration methods available, and
some of them have been recast as interval integration methods. However, all of these existing
methods are based on constructive simulation. Our first step is to investigate which methods
can be used in non-constructive simulation.
It is pointed out that the M orven models can represent both ODE and DAE models,
as described by Equations (1) and (7), respectively. This means that in a M orven model
the explicit forms of all derivatives of variables cannot always be obtained straightforwardly
because this M orven model may represent a DAE model. This fact restricts the use of many
existing integration methods for non-constructive simulation.
Firstly, we investigate the Euler methods [3], the simplest integration techniques. There
are two streams of Euler methods: the forward and backward ones. The forward Euler method
for constructive simulation is given as follows:
yn+1 = yn + hf (yn )
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(11)

In the above yn is the magnitude of y at time step tn ; f (yn ) is the explicit form of yn0 given
by the model: yn0 = f (yn ); yn+1 is the magnitude of y at the next time step tn+1 , and h is
the step size (tn+1 − tn ). In constructive simulation, at time step tn+1 , first we calculate the
value of yn+1 according to Equation (11), then this value will be used to calculate the value
0
of yn+1
in the next simulation step tn+1 by evaluating f (yn+1 ).
In the context of non-constructive simulation, at time step tn+1 , the value of f (yn ) cannot
be calculated directly as the form of f (yn ) is not explicitly given. However, the value of yn0
can be taken from pervious calculation at time step tn , and replace f (yn ) in Equation ( 11),
which is shown below:
yn+1 = yn + hyn0
(12)
In addition, the initial value of y00 is either given or calculated by the interval narrowing
algorithm which will be described in Section 5.3. This means that the forward Euler method
can be used in non-constructive simulation.
The backward Euler method for constructive simulation is given as follows:
yn+1 = yn + hf (yn+1 ),

(13)

0
0
where f (yn+1 ) is the explicit form of yn+1
: yn+1
= f (yn+1 ). In constructive simulation
the above equation has to be solved to obtain the precise value of yn+1 . For instance, the
0 ,
fixed point iteration method [9] can be used: first guess an initial value of yn+1 , say, yn+1
0
0
and use this initial guess to calculate f (yn+1 ). The newly obtained f (yn+1 ) is substituted
1 . This process is executed
into Equation (13) to produce a new value of yn+1 , that is, yn+1
repeatedly until there is no more change in the value of yn+1 .
On the other hand, in non-constructive simulation at the time step tn+1 the explicit form
0
f (yn+1 ) cannot be obtained straightforwardly, and the value of yn+1
is not calculated yet.
This means the backward Euler is not suitable for non-constructive simulation.
Secondly, we consider the well-established and most commonly used Runge-Kutta methods [12] in NS. The Runge-Kutta methods require interaction between the variables of the
model in a similar way to Moore’s interacting approach [38]. For instance, consider the
common fourth-order Runge-Kutta method as defined by the following equations [50]:

k1 = hf (tn , yn )
h
k1
, yn + )
2
2
h
k2
k3 = hf (tn + , yn + )
2
2
k4 = hf (tn + h, yn + k3 )
k1 k2 k3 k4
yn+1 = yn +
+
+
+
+ O(h5 )
6
3
3
6
In the above equations it is not possible to calculate the values of k2 , k3 , and k4 at time
tn in non-constructive simulation because function f is not known.
Thirdly, we investigate whether the Taylor Series Expansion [2], of which the forward Euler
method is equivalent to a first order, can be used in non-constructive simulation. Taylor Series
Expansion uses the current values of derivatives at time tn to estimate the values at the next
time step tn+1 , as shown below:
k2 = hf (tn +

yn+1 = yn + yn0 · h +

yn00 2
(yn )m m
· h + ... +
· h + ...
2!
n!
12

(14)

In the above y is a function of time t: yt = f (t). So we have yn+1 = f (tn+1 ) and yn = f (tn ). h
is the step size (h = yn+1 −yn ), and yn0 , yn00 , ..., (yn )m are derivatives of yn . From Equation (14)
we see that if the derivatives of y can be obtained at time step tn , the value of y at time step
tn+1 can be estimated, and the more derivatives are specified, the more accurate simulation
can be achieved. More importantly, Taylor Series is suited to non-constructive simulation since
each variable can be integrated individually. In addition, as we use the Morven framework,
derivatives of variables can be easily obtained from multiple differential planes.
Fourthly, we consider the linear multi-step methods [10]. This kind of integration method
makes use of values of the first derivative calculated at two or more previous time points to
estimate the current value. We first start from the Adams-Bashforth (AB) methods [11], and
the simplest two-step AB method is shown below:
3 0
1
yn+2 = yn+1 + hyn+1
− hyn0
2
2

(15)

0
In the above at time tn+2 , the values of yn+1 , yn+1
and yn0 are used to estimate the value of
yn+2 . This is also feasible in non-constructive simulation as the values needed for estimation
have already been obtained at previous time points. Similarly, the multi-step AB methods [11]
can also be used, for instance, the three-step AB method is as follows:

yn+3 = yn+2 +

4 0
5
23 0
hyn+2 − hyn+1
+ hyn0
12
3
12

(16)

The other two major linear multi-step methods: Adams-Moulton and Backward Differentiation Formulas (BDF) [22] require the explicit forms to calculate the values of the first
derivative at the current time point, which is similar as in the backward Euler. So these two
methods are again not suitable for non-constructive simulation.
Lastly, we consider predictor-corrector methods [51], examples of which include the Euler
Trapezoidal method and the Adams-Bathforth-Moulton method [37]. These methods are not
suitable for non-constructive simulation because the “corrector” always requires the explicit
form of the derivatives. For instance, consider the Euler Trapezoidal method:
Predictor:
Corrector:

p
yn+1
= yn + hyn0
h
p
yn+1 = yn + (f (tn , yn ), f (tn+1 , yn+1
)).
2

(17)
(18)

In this method the first equation is the forward Euler and used as a “predictor” to guess
p
an initial value of yn+1 , namely yn+1
. Then the second equation is used as a “corrector”. In
p
the corrector equation the explicit form of function f is needed so that the initial guess yn+1
can be used to further correct the value yn+1 .
In summary, after investigating most commonly used integration methods in numerical
simulation, we can say that Taylor Series (with the forward Euler method being a special
case) and AB methods can be used in non-constructive simulation.
Finally, the Taylor Series and AB methods can be easily recast for interval simulation by
using the interval mathematics defined in Section 5.1. In this research these two integration
approaches will be used throughout all experiments.

5.3

Interval Narrowing Algorithm

Having defined the interval mathematics and chosen the integration methods, the next component to be developed is the interval narrowing algorithm. The interval narrowing algorithm
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should be able to control the growth of intervals during simulation. This can be achieved by
iteratively applying the model constraints to intervals.
We first propose the Inverse Constraint Operations, which are detailed as follows: for
each constraint in the model, we obtain all of its mathematically equivalent forms, each of
which is called an inverse of this constraint in this report. For example, consider the following
constraint:
A = B + C,
(19)
its inverses will be the following two:
B = A − C,

(20)

C = A − B.

(21)

Then this constraint together with its inverse(s) are used to narrow down the intervals of
relavent variables after an integration step. For example, suppose after an integration step,
the intervals for variables A, B, and C are A = [5, 6], B = [3, 4], and C = [2.5, 3.5].
Applying interval arithmetic defined in Table 6 to Equation (19), we can determine the
range of A by (B + C) as shown below:
[5.5, 7.5] = [3, 4] + [2.5, 3.5].

(22)

Consider the initial interval A = [5, 6] from integration, the intersection of these two
intervals will be:
A = [5, 6] ∩ [5.5, 7.5] = [5.5, 6].
(23)
To narrow the rest of the variables the inverse constraints should be used: according to
Equation (20), the interval for B should be as follows:
[2, 3.5] = [5.5, 6] − [2.5, 3.5].
Again from integration, B = [3, 4]. Taking the intersection of the intervals gives B = [3, 3.5].
Similarly, using Equation (21), the interval for C is shown below:
[2, 3] = [5.5, 6] − [3, 3.5],
but C = [2.5, 3.5] from integration therefore taking the intersection C = [2.5, 3].
Finally, intervals for all variables narrowed as much as possible are:
[2.5, 3] = [5.5, 6] − [3, 3.5].
After this process the intervals for A, B and C are narrowed as much as possible by
reasoning over Constraint (19) (and its two inverses) alone. However, these updated values
may result in further narrowing in other constraints; hence the process is repeated until no
more changes are made in the whole model or the change is within a given threshold, which is
a very small value and determines the simulation precision. Due to the narrowing of intervals
using this Inverse Constraint Operations, not much looping of the whole model is required.
The interval narrowing algorithm described above is essentially a Waltz algorithm [60]
applied to interval values. In particular, the soundness and completeness of the Waltz algorithm applied to interval refinement has been extensively studied by Davis [18]. It is noted
that in Q3 [6] the Waltz algorithm was also used to refine interval values, as mentioned in
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Section 2.2. However, the difference is that in Q3 the Waltz algorithm was applied to the
constraint network composed of constraints instantiated from the model across different time
points, one of the reasons for which is to propagate the quantitative information (in the form
of intervals) annotated on the given and newly interpolated states throughout the network.
While in our interval simulation algorithm the Waltz algorithm is used only at the current
time point to ensure the generation of tight interval values for precise estimation of variable
values as well as for the integration towards the next time point.
We finally point out that this interval narrowing algorithm is suitable for the situation
when there exist time-invariant interval parameters in the model, as described in Equation (6),
because the constant intervals for these parameters can be directly processed by the interval
arithmetic during interval narrowing. This makes our simulation different from the widely
used approach suggested by Lohner [33] in the NS community, which treats the time-invariant
interval parameters as independent state variables and thus increases the complexity of the
simulation.

5.4

Modes of Simulation

Thus far we have: presented the interval arithmetic in Section 5.1, proposed two integration
methods in Section 5.2, and described the iterative interval narrowing algorithm in Section 5.3.
Equipped with these three modules, we are able to perform non-constructive interval simulation.
However, a common problem in interval simulation is that the intervals begin to widen and
then eventually become uncontrollable during simulation. This is especially the case when
initial intervals are set to be very large. (In the NS community, this problem is called the
“wrapping effect”, as first discussed by Moore [38]). The reason for this is that the interval
arithmetic has to bound all the correct solutions in the intervals, which makes it a complete
method, but during the interval calculation the spurious behaviours (those values that the
system cannot actually achieve) are also bounded in the intervals, which means it is not a
sound method. So in this research we offer different approaches to deal with the interval
widening problem, and each approach is termed a simulation mode in this report. For ease
of description, the simulation which does not take any additional approach to reduce the
spurious behaviours is also considered as a simulation mode: the Basic Interval Simulation
(BIS) mode.
In this section, we first describe the simplest BIS mode. Then we present other simulation
modes, each of which is based on the BIS mode but takes additional process to deal with the
initial intervals.
5.4.1

Basic Interval Simulation

In the Basic Interval Simulation (BIS) mode, the previously mentioned three modules are
straightforwardly employed to simulate a model. In this sense BIS will demonstrate how the
basic non-constructive simulation algorithm is performed. In addition, as the other more
advanced simulation modes are all based on BIS but make some pre-processing for the initial
intervals, the description of BIS also forms part of the description of these simulation modes.
In the BIS mode, at the beginning of the simulation, users are asked to give the size of the
integration step δt and the total simulation time ttot , and therefore the number of simulation
steps is given by:
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ttot
.
δt
At the initial time step t0 , given an incomplete initial state, which specifies the initial
intervals for some variables of the model, the interval narrowing algorithm is first used to
narrow down as much as possible these initial intervals. Meanwhile, based on the known
initial intervals, the interval narrowing algorithm also tries to infer the initial intervals of
those variables whose values are not specified. Another function of the interval narrowing
algorithm is to check whether the initial state is consistent with the model, and if the initial
state is inconsistent, the simulation will not proceed.
During simulation a repository R is maintained to record the history of simulation data,
and each element in R is a four-tuple < V ar, Der, [a, b] : ti >, where V ar is the name of the
variable; Der is a non-negative integer which specifies the derivative of V ar (0 means the
magnitude); the third and fourth elements represent the interval value and the time step,
respectively.
At each new time step ti all derivatives of all variables are first integrated, and the relevant
intervals used for integration can be retrieved from the repository R. For the Taylor method
shown in Equation (14), only the data at time step ti−1 will be retrieved, and the data
may include intervals for magnitudes and derivatives of variables. For the Adams-Bashforth
method shown in Equations (15) and (16), apart from data at ti−1 , data before ti−1 will also
be retrieved, but only intervals for the first derivatives of relevant variables will be used.
Then in the interval narrowing process, all the intervals for all derivatives are iteratively
checked against each constraint of the model. For each iteration, after accessing a constraint
C (C could be either the original constraint or the inverse of a constraint in the model) a
new interval is calculated, an example of which has been shown in Equation (22). Then this
new interval is intersected with the relevant interval obtained from integration, an example of
which has been given in Equation (23). The resulting interval will then be used for checking
against the next constraint.
After the interval narrowing process, all the updated intervals are stored in the repository
R, which are ready for the simulation at the next time step ti+1 . Finally we point out that
BIS is complete, as will be discussed in Section 6.1.
num =

5.4.2

Sub-interval Simulation

One way to handle the uncontrollable growth of intervals during simulation is to simulate
the model many times but using a smaller sub-interval each time. This approach is called
Sub-interval Simulation (SIS) in this report. The motivation of SIS is that when the initial
intervals are very small the simulation will suffer less from the interval divergence over time.
In the SIS mode, the initial interval for each variable/derivative is divided into n equal
and non-overlapping sub-intervals. Then for each combination which takes one sub-interval
from each initial interval, an initial state is generated and the BIS is used to simulate the
model with this initial state. After all possible combinations of sub-intervals have been used
for simulation, the final simulation results will be the union of all individual simulations.
The above idea is formally, and more precisely, described as follows: if we use IRi (i=0,
1, ..., m − 1) to represent all initial intervals, where m is the number of intervals, and the
sub-interval of each IRi is represented as SIRi,j (j=0, 1, ..., n − 1), where n is the number
of sub-intervals for each IRi , then for any two integers k, p ∈ (0, 1, ..., n − 1), SIRm,k ∩
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SIR
Sn−1m,p = ∅, and the union of all the sub-intervals will cover exactly the original interval:
k=0 SIRi,k = IRi , i ∈ (0, 1, ..., m − 1). Each initial state IS will be represented by the
following combination of intervals: < SIR0,i , SIR1,j , SIR2,k , ..., SIRm,b >, and there will be
nm initial states generated for simulation.
After simulation, the final results will be the union of all these nm simulations. That
is, for each element in the final repository R, < V ar, Der, [a, b] : ti >, the interval [a, b] =
m
∪nk=0−1 [lk , dk ], where [lk , dk ] is the resulting interval for each individual simulation, and the
interval union operator “∪” is defined in Table 6.
As with the Basic Interval Simulation, the Sub-interval Simulation is complete in the sense
that it can guaranteed to bound all real solutions, as will be discussed in Section 6.1. Although
complete, the Sub-interval Simulation requires a large number of initial states generated for
simulation, which becomes a major concern in terms of the computational efficiency. However,
it is often the case that not all the generated initial states are consistent with the model, and
these states will be discarded, which makes the simulation less expensive. This is illustrated
as the following simple example: Suppose in a model there is a constraint A = B + C, and the
initial condition is A=[3, 5], B = [1, 2], and C = [2, 3]. This initial condition is consistent with
the constraint, but suppose in the sub-interval simulation each interval is divided into 200
sub-intervals, and the following initial condition A=[3, 3.01], B = [1.995, 2], and C = [2.995, 3]
will not be consistent with this constraint.
5.4.3

Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation

Although the sub-interval simulation is complete, its computational cost may increase exponentially with the increase of the number of intervals. Another simulation mode is to use
the Monte-Carlo method [53]. That is: instead of exhaustively using all combinations of
sub-intervals as in SIS, we only randomly sample a specified number of combinations. This
simulation mode is called Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation (MCIS) in this report.
The sub-intervals used by MCIS can be smaller than those in SIS, which means it can
generate a tighter enclosure of the simulation trajectories. Theoretically speaking, MCIS
has to sample an infinite number of combinations to bound all real solutions, but as the
sample space of MCIS is finite (each interval is divided into a finite number of sub-intervals),
compared with the MC method applying to infinite sample space, it is more likely to cover
all solutions if the samples are sufficient enough.
5.4.4

Point Simulation

The point simulation samples points (intervals with zero width) rather than sub-intervals
from given initial intervals to approximate the solutions. The point simulation is similar
to traditional numerical simulation, except that non-constructive simulation is used. The
motivation for using points for simulation is to reduce the spurious behaviours, because the
trajectories obtained from simulation with point initial conditions are zero width.
Several point simulation methods are developed in this research: (1) the Extreme Point
Simulation, in which each initial state is formed by taking the upper or lower bound from
each initial interval. Taking the extreme points of each interval gives an approximate range of
possible values whilst maintaining an efficient method. This method is sound but incomplete
in the sense that the solutions found contains no spurious ones but it may not cover every
possible solution.
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(2) Regular-spaced Point Simulation: As with the Sub-interval Simulation, the Regularspaced Point Simulation method takes each interval in the initial state and splits it into a
number of states. These states contain a number of regular-spaced points which approximate
the interval. The motivation behind this is that the point method guarantees no unnecessary
divergence and using a set of points for each interval should cover most of the possibilities
for the final solution. This method is theoretically sound and complete when the number of
points in each interval tends to infinity. As with the Sub-interval Simulation, this method
is exponential in the number of intervals. However, similar to Sub-interval Simulation, it
also has the benefit that not every state has to be simulated because some of them will be
inconsistent with the model.
(3) Monte-Carlo Point Simulation: For each initial interval, we randomly choose a point
within it and thus form an initial state. Then we generate a specified number of such initial
states to perform simulation. The advantages of this approach are: using points guarantees
that the solution is sound and using Monte-Carlo methods makes the solution tend to be
complete and more efficient than Regular-spaced Point Simulation.
5.4.5

A Summary of All Simulation Modes

In this subsection, we proposed several simulation modes to improve the simulation. These
simulation modes are classified by two categories: simulation using real intervals and simulation using group of points to approximate the real solutions. We also offer both deterministic
and Monte-Carlo approaches to perform the simulation.
In practice, the choices of simulation modes mainly depend on two factors: the requirements of different problems and the computational cost. If the boundaries of intervals are
critical to the outcome of predictions, such as in the fault diagnosis problems [24], complete
methods such as the Basic Interval and Sub-interval Simulation should be used. If we are more
interested in revealing the behaviours of the dynamic system under initial states with interval
values, for instance, the evolution of intervals along with time, and reasonable approximations
of boundaries are acceptable, we can make use of the incomplete methods, which are more
computationally efficient.

6

Theoretical Analysis of the Simulation Algorithm

In this section, we present some theoretical analysis on the completeness, soundness, convergence, and stability of the proposed algorithm. As the algorithm is a collection of integration
methods and simulation modes, we have to analyse every combination of simulation modes
and integration methods. We first study the completeness and soundness of the algorithm
under different simulation modes, then we further analyse the convergence and stability of
the algorithm.

6.1

Completeness and Soundness

The completeness means that the interval simulation algorithm must bound all real solutions.
In another word, suppose at time point n, Y˜n ∈ IR and Yn ∈ IR are the actual solution
and simulated result of the model, respectively, if there exists an interval Yo ∈ IR such that
Yo ⊆ Y˜n , but Yo * Yn , we say this algorithm is not complete. The soundness means that the
simulation results should be a subset of the actual solution. Using the same notation, if there
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exists an interval Yo such that Yo ⊆ Yn , but Yo * Y˜n , we say this algorithm is not sound. As
for the completeness, we present the following two theorems:
Theorem 1. Non-constructive Interval Simulation under the Basic Interval Simulation mode
is complete.
Proof. First, the interval arithmetic shown in Table 6 is reasonably defined, and it is consistent
with that defined by Moore [40]. As both the Taylor Series and AB methods use this welldefined interval arithmetic, no actual solution will be excluded from the simulation results
after each integration step. Second, the interval narrowing algorithm is complete because of
the completeness of the Waltz algorithm as discussed by Davis [18]. Consequently, the whole
simulation algorithm under the BIS mode is complete.
Theorem 2. Non-constructive Interval Simulation under the Sub-interval Simulation mode
is complete.
Proof. We give a simplified and illustrative proof for this theorem as follows: suppose in the
model there are only two variables taking interval values, and these two intervals are denoted
A and B. First we consider A and B as two uncountable sets, each of which is composed of
an infinite number of data points. The Cartesian product [61] of A and B is as follows:
A × B = {< a, b > |a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
The Basic Interval Simulation considers all the data points included in A × B as initial
conditions. S
Now we divide
sets A and B into two non-overlapping subsets:
T
A = A1 S A2 , A1 T A2 = ∅,
B = B1 B2 , B1S B2 =T∅.
Note the above
and
are set operations rather than interval operations. As the
Cartesian product distributes over union [62], which is shown below:
X × (Y

[

Z) = (X × Y )

[

(X × Z),

where X, Y, Z are three sets, we have the following equation:
[
A × B = (A × B1 ) (A × B2 )
[
[
[
= ((A1 A2 ) × B1 ) ((A1 A2 ) × B2 )
[
[
[
= (A1 × B1 ) (A1 × B2 ) (A2 × B1 ) (A2 × B2 )
In the above equation set A × B includes and only includes all the data points considered
by the Basic Interval Simulation and the rightmost expression is the set considered by the
Sub-interval Simulation. So the above equation means that the Sub-interval Simulations and
the Basic Interval Simulations actually take the same set of data points as initial conditions
for simulation, although this set is infinite and uncountable. Similarly, for the situation
when there are more than two intervals and each interval is divided into more than two
subintervals, we can still reach the same conclusion. Since the Basic Interval Simulation is
complete according to Theorem 1, the Sub-interval Simulation is also complete.
As for the soundness of BIS and SIS, as mentioned in Section 5.4, BIS is not sound because
of the wrapping effect, which is intrinsic to interval arithematic. Similarly, SIS is also not
sound, but theoretically speaking, SIS is sound if the sub-interval approaches to zero. For the
point simulation modes, we give the following lemma and theorem:
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Lemma 1. Non-constructive numerical simulation using the BIS mode is complete and sound.
This is because in numerical simulation, all intervals equal zero, which eliminate the
wrapping effect of interval arithmetic, and no spurious behaviours will be bounded. This
means non-constructive simulation is sound. In addition, numerical simulation is a special
case of non-constructive interval simulation when all intervals have zero widths. According
to Theorem 1, the simulation is still complete.
Theorem 3. All Point Simulation modes are sound, but not complete.
Proof. We start with a first order differential equation:
F(t, Y, Y 0 ) = 0,

(24)

where F is an interval valued function, Y is a variable depending on time t, and Y 0 is its first
derivative. Let Y0 be the interval initial condition: Y0 = [Y0 , Y0 ], where Y0 , Y0 ∈ R.
Suppose the corresponding real valued version of Equation (24) is F (t, y, y 0 ) = 0, and the
initial condition is given as y0 ∈ Y0 . The particular solution of this real-valued differential
equation is in the following form: y = f (y0 , t), although the form of real-valued function f
might be unknown.
Given any two real number initial conditions yl0 , yh0 ∈ Y0 , where yl0 < yh0 , we use the BIS
mode to perform the simulation. As the non-constructive numerical simulation is complete
and sound according to Lemma 1, at any time point t0 , we have the following two equations:
ŷl = f (yl0 , t0 ) ∈ Ŷ ,

(25)

yˆh = f (yh0 , t0 ) ∈ Ŷ ,

(26)

where ŷl and yˆh are the simulated results, and Ŷ is the actual solution of Equation (24) given
Y0 at time t0 . It is noted that in Equations (25) and (26) we use “=”, which means we assume
that the rounding and truncation errors [57] caused by the numerical simulation are small
enough to be ignored.
Let Yp = [min(ŷl , yˆh ), max(ŷl , yˆh ))]. Apparently Yp is the interval predicted by the simulation using two points yl0 and yh0 . Since ŷl , yˆh ∈ Ŷ , we have Yp ⊆ Ŷ . Thus the Point
Simulation mode is sound.
Now we will prove that Point Simulation modes are not complete. Given a fixed time
point t0 , f (y0 , t0 ) in Equations (25) and (26) is a function of real-valued initial condition y0 .
However, this function might not be monotonically increasing or decreasing. In the Extreme
Point Simulation mode, where yl0 = Y0 and yh0 = Y0 , Yp does not always equal to Ŷ . This
means the Extreme Point Simulation model is not complete. Similarly, for Regular-spaced
and Monte-Carlo point simulation when yl0 ≥ Y0 and yh0 ≤ Y0 , we can reach the same
conclusion.
Finally, we can further extend the above conclusion to a system of first order differential
equations, in which Y in Equation (24) is a vector variable. Accordingly all other variables
and values (such as Y0 , y0 , ŷl , and yˆh ) and functions (such as F, F , and f ) will also be in the
vector form. Furthermore, as any higher order system can be described as a system of first
order equations by introducing intermediate variables, the conclusion also applies to higher
order systems.
Based on the above presented theorems, in Table 7 we give a summary of all the simulation
modes in terms of their completeness and soundness.
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Table 7: Summary of Simulation Approaches
Approach
Basic Interval
Sub-Interval

Sound?
N
Y∗

Complete?
Y
Y

Monte-Carlo Interval
Extreme Point

N
Y

Y∗∗
N

Regular-spaced Point

Y

Y∗∗

Monte-Carlo Point

Y

Y∗∗

Comments
Rapid interval divergence occurs
Less divergence but computationally
expensive
Still suffers from divergence
No divergence but doesn’t cover all
real solutions
No divergence, close to covering
all real solutions but slow
No divergence, close to covering
all real solutions most efficiently

∗

Soundness is achieved as the interval width tends to zero, i.e., as the number of intervals tend toward infinity.
Monte-Carlo methods achieve completeness as the number of iterations tend toward infinity. The Regularspaced method achieves this as the number of points tend toward infinity.
In practice, tending toward infinity is not required; merely tending toward the resolution of the floating point
representation is required although this would still result in too many iterations to complete in a reasonable
amount of time.
∗∗

6.2

Convergence and Stability

In this section we discuss the convergence and stability of the algorithm. The convergence
and stability analysis presented in this section is influenced by Berleant and Kuipers [6], who
are in turn inspired by Moore [39] and proofs of convergence and stability in numerical simulation [20]. For interval simulation, a simulation algorithm is convergent if at any time point
the uncertainty of any variable values is eliminated when the integration step approaches zero
and the uncertainty of initial conditions does not exist. Here the uncertainty of a variable
value in the context of interval simulation means the width of intervals. For interval simulation, we say a simulation algorithm can achieve h → 0 stability [6] if at any time point the
uncertainty of variable values is bounded by the uncertainty of initial conditions when the
integration step h approaches zero.
We first give the following lemma, which shares some similarities with Lemma 1 given by
Berleant and Kuipers [6].
Lemma 2. Consider the first order differential equation described by Equation ( 24) with a
given initial condition Y0 , assume its explicit form is as follows:
Y 0 = F (Y ),

(27)

where F is an interval valued function of Y , although this explicit form cannot always be
obtained as function F is not always solvable. Suppose Y (t) ⊆ [lo, hi], where lo, hi ∈ R. We
further assume that F (Y ) is defined when Y (t) ⊆ [lo, hi], and F (Y ) is calculated by using
the interval arithmetic defined in Table 6. Suppose the corresponding real rational function of
F (Y ) is f (y).
Let Yn be the simulated value for Y at time step n. If the given initial condition Y0 ⊆
[lo, hi], and the forward Euler method is used, there exists a constant K such that
|Yn | ≤ |Y0 | + Kh
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(28)

In the above operator | · | denotes the width of an interval; h is the integration step size;
Yn is the simulated interval at time step n.
Proof. Step (1): Let M ≡ [lo, hi], then at any time step i, the following statement is correct:
Yi0 ⊆ F (M ).

(29)

This is because given Yi at time step i, where i = 0, ··, N , and N is the maximum integration
step, by using the integration narrowing algorithm, Yi0 = F (Yi ).
If Yi0 * F (M ), we will have Yi * M (recall that F (A) ⊆ F (B) if A ⊆ B and F is inclusion
monotonic [41]).
However, as we know that Yi ⊆ M , which contradicts the above statement. Consequently
Yi0 ⊆ F (M ).
Step (2): As we use the forward Euler method, we have the following equation:
Yn = Yn−1 + hYn0

(30)

The above equation combined with Statement (29) gives us:
Yn ⊆ Yn−1 + hF (M ).

(31)

Step (3): F is an interval valued function and it satisfies the Lipschitz property for interval
functions [42]:
|F (M )| ≤ L|M |.
(32)
In the above L is the Lipschitz constant. Apply the operator | · | to (31),
|Yn | ≤ |Yn−1 + hF (M )| ≤ |Yn−1 | + h|F (M )|.

(33)

Substitute (32) into (33), we have
|Yn | ≤ |Yn−1 | + hL|M |.

(34)

Let m = |M |, and recursively apply (34), we have
|Yn | ≤ |Y0 | + nLmh.

(35)

Apparently, given a fixed n, K = nLm is a constant. Thus we reach the lemma statement
(28).
Lemma 2 considers the simulation when the Euler method is used. Similarly, if the twostep AB method is used, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3. If all the assumptions are the same as those made in Lemma 2 except that the
AB method is used, we still have statement (28).
Proof. We take the two-step AB method as an example to proof this lemma. The proof is
similar to that for Lemma 2. To prove this lemma, Equation (30) will be replaced by the
following equation:
3 0
1 0
− hYn−2
(36)
Yn = Yn−1 + hYn−1
2
2
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Apply the operator | · | to (36), we have
3 0
1 0
|Yn | = |Yn−1 + hYn−1
− hYn−2
|
2
2
3 0
1 0
≤ |Yn−1 | + | hYn−1
| + | − hYn−2
|
2
2

(37)

The above equation combined with (29) and (32) gives us
1
|Yn | ≤ |Yn−1 | + h(3|F (M )| + | − F (M )|)
2
= |Yn−1 | + 2h|F (M )|
≤ |Yn−1 | + 2hL|M |

(38)

Let m = |M |, and recursively apply (38), we have
|Yn | ≤ |Y0 | + 2nLmh.

(39)

In the above, let K = 2nLm, then we reach statement (28). For multistep AB methods the
proof can be done in a similar way.
Lemma 4. In Lemma 2 if the Taylor method is used, we can still have statement (28).
Proof. Assume in the model two differential planes are used, which means from Equation
(27), we can get
Y 00 = G(Y 0 ),
(40)
where G = F 0 . Similar to Formular (32) in Lemma 2, for function G we have
|G(F (M ))| ≤ LG |F (M )|,

(41)

where LG is the Lipschitz constant. According to the Taylor method,
0
Yn = Yn−1 + hYn−1
+

h2 00
Y
.
2 n−1

(42)

Apply | · | to the above,
h2 00
Y
|
2! n−1
h2 00
0
≤ |Yn−1 | + h|Yn−1
| + |Yn−1
|
2!
h2
≤ |Yn−1 | + h|F (M )| + |G(F (M ))|
2!
h2
≤ |Yn−1 | + hL|M | + LG |F (M )|
2!

0
|Yn | = |Yn−1 + hYn−1
+

(43)

Let m = |M |, N = max(|F (M )|), which means N is the maximum value of of |F (M )|,
we have
|Yn | ≤ |Yn−1 | + hLm +
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h2
LG N
2!

(44)

Recursively apply (44):
h2
LG N
2!
1
= |Y0 | + h(nLm + nhLG N )
2

|Yn | ≤ |Y0 | + nhLm + n

(45)

Let K = nLm + 12 nhLG N . For any fixed simulation time b = nh, K is a constant.
Consequently we reach statement (28). Finally for higher order Taylor methods the proof can
be done in a similar way.
Equipped with the above lemmas, we give the theorem of convergence and stability:
Theorem 4. ( Convergence and Stability for a system of ODEs) Consider the following system of first order differential equations:
~ Y, Y0 ) = 0
F(t,

(46)

~ is a vector of interval valued functions of Y.
where Y is an interval valued vector, and F
Assume for each element of vector Y, Y(i) (t) ⊆ [lo, hi]. We further assume that we can solve
~ in (46) to obtain the explicit form as follows:
F
Y0 = F(Y),

(47)

where F is a vector of interval valued functions of Y. Suppose for each element of Y, Y(j) (t) ⊆
[lo, hi], where lo, hi ∈ R. We further assume that F(Y) is defined when each Yj (t) ⊆ [lo, hi],
and for each element of F(Y), F(j) is calculated by using the interval arithmetic defined in
Table 6. Suppose the corresponding real rational function of F (Y ) is f (y).
Let Yn be the simulated value for Y at time step n. If for each element of the given initial
condition Y0 , Y0j ⊆ [lo, hi], and the Tayor or AB integration methods are used, there
exists a constant K such that
||Yn || ≤ ||Y0 || + Kh
(48)
In the above, operator || · || denotes the norm of an interval valued vector such that for an
interval valued vector A = {A1 , A2 , ··, An }, ||A|| = max(|A1 |, |A2 |, ··, |An |), where | · | denotes
the width of an interval; h is the integration step size; ||Yn || is the simulated interval vector
at time step n.
Proof. This theorem is a vector extension of Lemma 2 ∼ 4. In these lemmas, the operator
| · | is replaced by || · ||; all variables are replaced by their corresponding vector forms; and the
interval valued functions are replaced by vectors of interval valued functions. In this way we
can go through all these lemmas and prove this theorem.
It is noted that Theorem 4 can be extended to higher order systems as any such systems
can be reduced to first order systems by introducing intermediate variables. From statement
(48), we see that given a precise initial condition ||Y0 || = 0, for any fixed simulation time
t = nh, when h → 0, we will have ||Yn || → 0. This means that the algorithm is convergent
when the simulation step approaches zero. According to the h → 0 stability defined by
Berleant and Kuipers [6] and shown below:
||Yn || ≤ K||Y0 ||,
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(49)

where K is a constant, we can see that our proposed simulation algorithm possesses the h → 0
stability from Theorem 4.
In Theorem 4 we assume that (46) can be solved to obtain its explicit form (47). This
actually indicates that the underlying model is a system of ODEs. As we know that (46)
could also be a system of DAEs, we given the following theorem:
Theorem 5. ( Convergence and Stability for a system of DAEs) Suppose by solving (46), we
can only obtain the following form:
X0 = F(X, Z),

(50)

0 = G(X, Z).

(51)

In the above F and G are two vectors of interval valued functions. Vector Y in (46) can
be formed by combining vectors X and Z together. (This means that the underlying model is
a system of DAEs.)
If we assume that F and G are defined when each Yj (t) ⊆ [lo, hi], and the other assumptions are the same as those in Theorem 4, there exist three constants K1 , K2 , and K2 such
that
||Xn || ≤ ||X0 || + K1 h
(52)
||Zn || ≤ K2 ||Z0 || + K3 h

(53)

Proof. Assume the explicit form of (51) is
Z = G1 (X).

(54)

In the above G1 is a function vector defined when each Yj (t) ⊆ [lo, hi], and it is noted that
G1 cannot always be explicitly obtained depending on the features of the function vector G
(recall that the conditions for the existence of the explicit form (54) for the implicit equation
(51) is described by the implicit function theorem [44]). At each time step i, given current
value Xi , the value of Zi can be determined by using the Waltz algorithm to propagate interval
values through the constraint network formed by (51), whose explicit form is (54). Because of
the completeness of the Waltz algorithm, we can say that the value of Zi calculated through
(51) is the same as that calcuated from (54). In this sense we can substitute (54) into (50)
and obtain
X0 = F(X, G1 (X)),
= F1 (X).

(55)

As F1 is also defined when each Yj (t) ⊆ [lo, hi], according to Theorem 4, we can reach
statement (52). Applying || · || to (54) and the Lipschitz property of G1 , we have
||Zn || = ||G1 (Xn )|| ≤ LG1 ||Xn ||,

(56)

where LG1 is the Lipschitz constant determined by function vector G1. The above formula
combined with statement (52) gives us
||Zn || ≤ LG1 ||Xn || ≤ LG1 ||X0 || + LG1 K1 h
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(57)

Similar to (54), from (51) we can also get
X = G2 (Z).

(58)

Apply the Lipschitz property of function vector G2 to (57) and assume that LG2 is the
Lipschitz constant for G2 , we have
||Zn || ≤ LG1 ||X0 || + LG1 K1 h
= LG1 ||G2 (Z0 )|| + LG1 K1 h
≤ LG1 LG2 ||Z0 || + LG1 K1 h

(59)

In the above let K2 = LG1 LG2 , K3 = LG1 K1 , and this leads us to statement (53).
From Theorem 5 we can conclude that the convergence and stability can still be achieved
when dealing with DAEs. Finally, from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we see that in nonconstructive interval simulation the uncertainty of simulation results measured by the norm
of vectors at each simulation step is determined by two factors: the uncertainty of initial
conditions and the size of the simulation step. To reduce the uncertainty, we can either use a
smaller simulation step or split initial intervals into several subintervals. This justifies the use
of all the simulation modes in addition to BIS proposed in this report: all these simulation
modes try to use a smaller initial interval values or point simulation to reduce the uncertainty
of simulation results given the same size of the simulation step.

7

Experiments on Classical Dynamic Systems and Algebraic
Loop Models

In this section we will verify the validity of the proposed non-constructive interval simulation
approach through a series of experiments on (1) two classical dynamic systems: the springmass system and the Van der Pol Oscillator; and (2) an electrical circuit model containing an
algebraic loop.
First, experiments on the Basic Interval Simulation are described and the results are reported in Section 7.1. This is followed by the experiments on the Sub-interval Simulation,
details of which are presented in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3 the Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation is described. The simulation results from three point simulation approaches are reported
in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, the non-constructive simulation algorithm is tested against an
electrical circuit model containing an algebraic loop. Finally in Section 7.6 we give a summary
of all experiments.

7.1

Basic Interval Simulation

We use the spring-mass system, a representative of the simple harmonic oscillators [54], to
test the performance of Basic Interval Simulation. The dynamics of the spring-mass system
is governed by the following differential equation:
x00 = F − kx

(60)

In the above F is the external force which is assumed to be constant, k is a constant parameter
related to the mass and the spring, and x is the displacement of the mass with respect to
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Table 8: The Morven Model for the Spring-Mass System
Differential Plane 0
C1 : func (dt 0 d, dt 0 x1)
C2 : func (dt 1 x1, dt 0 x2)
C3 : sub (dt 1 x2, dt 0 F, dt 0 d)
Differential Plane 1
C4 : func (dt 1 d, dt 1 x1)
C5 : func (dt 2 x1, dt 1 x2)
C6 : sub (dt 2 x2, dt 1 F, dt 1 d)

the equilibrium position. As the behaviour of this spring-mass system is periodic with a
frequency that depends on the nature of the mass and the spring, we expect to see such
oscillatory behaviour in the simulation.
Similar to the example given in Table 3, Equation (60) is first converted into a Morven
model as shown in Table 8, and the definitions of relevant constraints appearing in this table
can be found in Table 2. In this model, the func in Constraints C1 and C4 is specified as
y = kx, where y and x are the first and second arguments of the function, and k is the
above mentioned constant parameter. For simplicity and without loss of generality, the value
of k is set to 1. The func in Constraints C2 and C5 is specified to be an “equal” relation,
which means two arguments in the function equal each other. In this model, d stands for the
displacement; x1 corresponds to x in Equation (60); and x2 is the derivative of x1.
We first set the initial condition as follows: x = [0.9, 1, 1], x0 = [1, 1], F = [0, 0], and the
rest of the variables remain unspecified. As two differential planes are given in the model, we
choose the Taylor integration method so that we can make best use of the information about
higher derivatives. (Unless otherwise specified, in this report models with two differential
planes will be simulated using the Taylor method by default). Using the given initial condition,
the simulation result for x obtained from Basic Interval Simulation is shown in Figure 2. The
simulation is of the first ten seconds from the initial state and it can be seen that even with a
fairly precise input interval quite a lot of excessive widening occurs. This output is not very
useful as it is not apparent that any of the expected oscillations occur. This demonstrates
the problem with Basic Interval Simulation.

7.2

Sub-Inteval Simulation

For the same initial state given in Section 7.1, we split the interval into 10, 100, and 1000
regular-spaced sub-intervals and perform the Sub-interval Simulation, and the trajectories of
x are shown in Figure 3. From this set of outputs it can be seen that as the number of subintervals is increased the resulting interval suffers less from excessive widening. The major
drawback with this method is that it takes a long time to execute since each sub-interval
needs to be simulated individually.

7.3

Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation

Figure 4 shows the trajectories of x from the Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation (50 and 1000
samples) using the same initial state given in Section 7.1.
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Figure 2: Basic Interval Simulation of the Spring-Mass System

“x lower” and “x upper” mean the lower and upper bounds of x, respectively. Numbers in the brackets indicate the
numbers of sub-intervals being used.

Figure 3: Sub-interval Simulation of the Spring-Mass System
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“x lower” and “x upper” mean the lower and upper bounds of x, respectively. Numbers in the bracket indicate the
numbers of Monte-Carlo Sample Intervals being used. In this figure as the results of simulation using 50 samples and
those using 1000 samples largely overlapped, only two curves can be clearly seen.

Figure 4: Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation of the Spring-Mass System
From the results we can see that the interval does not widen as rapidly as with the subinterval method. This is because each iteration of the Monte-Carlo method is defined as
having a very small interval width. In addition, the execution time was far quicker as fewer
iterations were required to obtain relatively precise trajectories. This is indicated in Figure 4:
we see that the results of 50 runs and 1000 runs are largely overlapped, which indicates that
by using only 50 samples the precision of the simulation is already comparable with that using
1000 samples.
One of the disadvantages of this method is that due to the random nature of Monte-Carlo
Simulation, there will be subtle differences between simulations of the same model with the
same input parameters. In addition, this method is not guaranteed to bound all possible
solutions although it may approximate the real solutions very closely.

7.4

Point Simulation Methods

This section discusses the results of the simulation modes that approximate intervals for
simulating trajectories of models using groups of points. The model used to test the interval
simulations is the Van der Pol oscillator [58], which has been used in several fields, such as
Biology [19, 45] and Seismology [13]. The dynamics of the Van der Pol oscillator is described
by the following equation:
x00 = −P (x2 − 1)x0 − Qx
(61)
In the above P and Q are two parameters. The corresponding Morven model is given in
Table 9. In this model only one differential plane is used, and variables A ∼ E are auxiliary
variables, the function of which is to help break long mathematical equations into Morven
constraints. “one” in Constraint C4 is a constant parameter and set to 1. The function
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Table 9: The Morven Model for the Van de Pol Oscillator
Differential Plane 0
C1 :func (dt 1 x1, dt 0 x2)
C2 : mul (dt 0 A, dt 0 Q, dt 0 x1)
C3 : mul (dt 0 B, dt 0 x1, dt 0 x1)
C4 : sub (dt 0 C, dt 0 one, dt 0 B)
C5 : mul (dt 0 D, dt 0 P, dt 0 x2)
C6 : mul (dt 0 E, dt 0 D, dt 0 C)
C7 : sub (dt 1 x2, dt 0 E, dt 0 A)

constraint in Constraint C1 has the same definition as those in Constraints C2 and C5 given
in Table 8. Variables x1 and x2 correspond to x and x0 in Equation (61), respectively.
As in the model shown in Table 9 only one differential plane is available, and the information about the second derivatives is not explicitly given, the Taylor integration method given
in Equation (14) is downgraded to the forward Euler Method as shown in Equation (12). For
this model to produce more accurate simulation results, we use the Adams-Bashforth integration methods given in Equation (15) instead of the Taylor (Euler) method. Since we know
that the truncation error of Adams-Bashforth method is less than that of the forward Euler
method [4], one of the aims of the experiments carried out in this section is also to examine
the effectiveness of the Adams-Bashforth integration methods. Unless otherwise specifically
stated, all experiments reported in Section 7.4 use the two-step Adams-Bashforth method,
whose formula is given by Equation (15) in the context of non-constructive simulation.
7.4.1

Extreme Point Simulation

We specify that x, x0 = [0.5, 1.5] and P, Q = [1, 1] in the initial state, and other values remain
unspecified. Figure 5 shows the output trajectories of the model for x and x0 in the first 30
seconds. From the simulation results we see that using the extreme point method provides
an output with no widening of the intervals, and as a result not only the upper and lower
bounds of variable values are estimated, but also the periodic behaviours of the Van der Pol
oscillator are clearly revealed.
Although not all of the solutions are bound by the output, this method still provides a very
efficient approximation to the desired output. To demonstrate the accuracy of the AdamsBashforth method, we perform the same simulation using the Taylor (more precisely, the
forward Euler) method. Both results are validated by the traditional numerical simulation
in which the fourth order Runge-Kutta method [50] was used, and it shows that the twostep Adams-Bashforth method offers a higher accuracy. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of both
simulation results in the period from the third second to the fifth second.
7.4.2

Regular-spaced Point Simulation

Given the same initial state as in the extreme point simulation, Figure 7 shows in the first
30 seconds the output of the Regular-spaced point method using five points to approximate
each interval. Since there are two intervals in the initial state of the Van der Pol oscillator
for this problem there are 25 unique combinations of points to simulate. The output provides
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Figure 5: Extreme Points Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator

The trajectories in black and red are the lower and upper bounds estimated by the Taylor method, respectively. The
trajectories in green and blue are the lower and upper bounds estimated by the two-step Adams-Bashforth method,
respectively.

Figure 6: Comparison between the Two-step Adams-Bashforth and Taylor Methods for the
Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator
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Figure 7: Regular-spaced Point Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator (5 Points Per Interval)
a very good trajectory with no widening and again the periodic behaviours of the oscillator
are clearly revealed. However, on a close inspection it can be seen that there are a few errors
around the peak of each oscillation. Figure 8 shows the same method except using 20 points to
approximate the interval. This figure shows that using more points to estimate the intervals
gives smoother trajectories.
In particular, there is a noticeable difference between the above two experiments when
estimating the upper bounds of the peaks of oscillations in the trajectory for x0 , as shown
in Figure 9, and a greater difference is observed in the first oscillation. There is very little
difference between the outputs for x. For simulating this model, approximating the intervals
using five to ten points offers a reasonable output trajectory executed in a reasonable length
of time. In addition, as the number of points is increased the simulation tends to become
sound and complete.
7.4.3

Monte-Carlo Point Simulation

The final simulation mode to be tested is Monte-Carlo Point Simulation. This method offers
the benefits of being able to produce simulations with no excessive widening of the intervals.
Figure 10 shows the output of the Monte-Carlo method with 100 initial states. It can be
seen that these graphs are very similar to the regular-spaced point method with 20 points.
However, the Monte-Carlo version takes far less time to execute. This makes the MonteCarlo Point Simulation technique a good method to approximate the outcome of the sound
and complete simulation of the regular-spaced point technique. The disadvantage with this
method is that since it uses random points within the intervals, no two outputs will be
identical.
To test the Monte-Carlo method further, the Van der Pol oscillator was simulated again
except using the following initial values: x, x0 , Q = [1, 1] and P = [0.9, 1.1]. Having a parameter as an interval causes a different form of output as can be seen in Figure 11. The
initial values for x and x0 are real numbers, and hence have no width. However, one of the
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Figure 8: Regular-spaced Point Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator (20 Points Per
Interval)

Figure 9: Comparison between the 20-points-per-interval Simulation and 5-points-per-interval
Simulation on the Estimation of the Upper Bound of the Peak Area in the Trajectory of x0
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Figure 10: Monte-Carlo Points Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator
parameters takes interval values, and this causes the values of x and x0 to widen with time.
These outputs have been verified with the results reported by Keller [27] showing that the
correct results are produced.
The final test for the interval simulation was using the Monte-Carlo Points method on
the Van der Pol oscillator with x, x0 , P, Q = [0.9, 1.1] which is similar to what a real problem
might be like, that is, all parameters and initial values taking interval values. The simulated
trajectories are shown in Figure 12. The outputs show that the initial interval is very narrow and how it widens with time. This is not due to errors in simulation but due to the
parameters being incompletely specified. The simulation still results in a very useful output
for determining how the system could behave in reality.

7.5

Experiments on an Algebraic-Loop Model

In this section, we complete our experiments by testing the non-constructive simulation algorithm on an electrical circuit model containing an algebraic loop. This model is given by
Cellier [15] as shown in Figure 13 and listed by Equations (62) ∼ (70).
u2 = u3 ,
u3
i3 =
,
R3
u2
i2 =
,
R2

(62)
(63)
(64)

i1 = i2 + i3 ,

(65)

u1 = R1 ∗ i1 ,

(66)

u3 = U0 − u1 ,

(67)

uL = u1 + u2 ,

(68)
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Figure 11: Monte-Carlo Points Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator With P Taking
Interval Value

Figure 12: Monte-Carlo Points Simulation of the Van der Pol Oscillator with All Variables
taking Interval Values
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Figure 13: The Electrical Circuit Model Containing an Algebraic Loop (Reproduced from
Cellier [15])
i0 = i1 + iL ,
(69)
uL
i0L =
.
(70)
L
In the above equations, U0 , uL , u1 ∼ u3 are voltages; iL , i1 ∼ i3 are currents; R1 ∼ R3
are resistors; and L is a inductor. Among these variables, U0 is the ideal voltage source and
hence considered as an external variable. R1 ∼ R3 and L are constant variables. A closer
investigation into this model tells us that there is an algebraic loop existing among these
equations: first, to calculate u2 , we need to know the value of u3 according to Equation (62);
from Equation (67) we see that the calculation of u3 requires the value of u1 ; according to
Equation (66) the value of i1 is needed in order to calculate u1 ; from Equation (65) we see
we must know the value of i3 so that we can calculate i1 ; finally calculating i3 requires the
value of u3 according to Equation (63) , which completes the algebraic loop.
The Morven form of this electrical circuit model is given in Table 10. In this model the
function constraint C1 is specified to be an “equal” relation, which means the values of u2
and u3 are always the same. To simulate this model, we set the initial condition as follows:
U0 = [2.9, 3.1], R2 =R3 =L=[10, 10], R1 =[1, 1], and iL =[0, 0]. The initial values of all other
variables remain unspecified. The initial condition is chosen in such a way that it is consistent
with the actual situation in this electrical circuit. We choose both the Monte-Carlo Interval
and Point simulation modes (each with 50 random samples), so that we can test both the
interval and point simulation modes against this algebraic-loop model. As only one differential
plane is available in this model, we use the two-step AB integration method to make a more
precise simulation.
The simulation results of variables iL , i0L , and u3 in the first 10 seconds using the MonteCarlo Interval Simulation mode are shown in Figure 14. (The results using the MonteCarlo Point Simulation mode are very similar, and thus not shown in this figure.) From
the simulation results we see that the initial interval of u3 has been correctly inferred at the
very beginning of the simulation, even though it is within an algebraic loop. This results
in the correct calculation of values of other variables, including the state variable iL and its
first derivative i0L . The simulation results clearly show that non-constructive simulation can
effectively handle algebraic loops and produce correct results.
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Table 10: The Morven Model for the Electrical Circuit Model
Differential Plane 0
C1 : func (dt 0 u2 , dt 0 u3 )
C2 : div (dt 0 i3 , dt 0 u3 , dt 0 R3 )
C3 : div (dt 0 i2 , dt 0 u2 , dt 0 R2 )
C4 : add (dt 0 i1 , dt 0 i2 , dt 0 i3 )
C5 : mul (dt 0 u1 , dt 0 R1 , dt 0 i1 )
C6 : sub (dt 0 u3 , dt 0 U0 , dt 0 u1 )
C7 : add (dt 0 uL , dt 0 u1 , dt 0 u2 )
C8 : add (dt 0 i0 , dt 0 i1 , dt 0 iL )
C9 : div (dt 1 iL , dt 0 uL , dt 0 L)

Figure 14: Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation of the Electrical Circuit Model
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7.6

Summary of Experiments

In this section, we presented a series of experiments to verify the proposed non-constructive
simulation approach. All the proposed simulation modes were tested using two classical
dynamic systems with various initial states. Two different integration methods, the Taylor and Adams-Bashforth methods, were both tested in the simulation. In addition, the
non-constructive simulation was tested against a model with an algebraic loop, and correct simulation results were obtained. The simulation results reported in this section clearly
demonstrate the validity of our simulation approach.
From the experimental results we see that although complete, the Basic Interval Simulation suffers greatly from interval widening, and thus often cannot be used in practice. Instead,
the Sub-interval Simulation provides tighter boundaries and is also a complete method, which
makes it suitable for many real-world applications. Alternatively, the Monte-Carlo Interval
Simulation makes a balance between the accuracy and the computational cost, and can be a
very good option for many computationally expensive problems.
Apart from the above three interval simulation methods, point simulation methods are
able to achieve a good approximation to the real solutions by sampling a sufficient number of representative points within intervals, instead of sampling sub-intervals. They can be
considered as zero-interval versions of the aforementioned three interval simulation methods.
One important advantage of point simulation approaches is that they do not suffer interval
widening at all. This feature makes it possible for them to perform more complicated problems, such as when both parameters and variables take interval values. In particular, the
Monte-Carlo Point Simulation demonstrates great potential for solving real-world problems.
Finally, the successful simulation of the algebraic-loop model demonstrates the advantage
of non-constructive simulation: the simulation algorithm deals with all models in the same
way, no matter whether they contain algebraic loops or not. This distinguishes itself from
constructive simulation approaches, which normally require an individual module to first
detect the existence of algebraic loops, and then perform additional operations on models
with algebraic loops, such as trying to use an equation solver to remove the loops (One such
example was given by Cellier [14], in which a system called DYMOLA was used to detect
and remove the algebraic loop in the same electrical circuit model used in this report). The
proposed non-constructive simulation offers an alternative and straightforward approach to
deal with algebraic loops, which does not require additional operations upon models. This
points out a very promising research field, although further improvement is needed, such as
improving the efficiency and stability of the simulation.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this report we have presented a novel non-constructive interval approach for the simulation
of dynamic systems. We first identified the gap between the way NS and QR researchers
approach interval simulation. Starting from research results from the QR community, and
based on the existing framework Morven, we established our novel non-constructive interval
simulation approach by (1) recasting existing NS integration methods which are feasible for
non-constructive simulation, (2) providing an iterative interval narrowing algorithm to deal
with the interval widening effect, and (3) offering several simulation modes to meet different
requirements.
This makes our approach a collection of methods which includes two integration methods,
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one interval narrowing algorithm, and several simulation modes. The approach was theoretically investigated with regard to its completeness, soundness, convergence, and stability.
Then the approach was verified by performing a series of experiments on classical dynamic
systems as well as an algebraic-loop model. Experimental results validated our proposed
approach, and promising results were obtained.
The features of the approach are summarised as follows:
• Non-constructive simulation is a straightforward method: compared to constructive
simulation, it does not require any additional pre-analysis on DAEs or operations upon
models with algebraic loops before the simulation starts. This makes it easy to deal
with DAEs, models with interval-valued parameters, and models with algebraic loops,
because it employs the same strategy (generate-and-eliminate) to simulate all these
kinds of models.
• Non-constructive interval simulation is theoretically correct. Its completeness, soundness, convergence, and stability have been investigated.
• Two integration methods are provided for solving problems with different initial conditions and available information about derivatives.
• The interval narrowing algorithm reduces the spurious behaviours generated from the
interval arithmetic operation, and improves the quality of solutions.
• Several simulation modes were implemented. The availability of different simulation
modes makes the proposed simulation approach more flexible, efficient, and applicable
to real-world problems: one may choose different simulation modes to meet different
requirements.
• The simulation algorithm is implemented within the existing Morven framework, and
thus benefits from features provided by Morven, such as the use of multiple differential
planes and vector variables.
As a novel simulation algorithm, we acknowledge that there is still room for improvement
in the design and theoretical analysis of the approach. From a theoretical point of view, the
Monte-Carlo Interval Simulation should be investigated for its completeness, and a quantitative description for this should be provided. That is, given the size of the sub-intervals,
how many simulations should be performed to achieve the given probability of the simulation
being complete.
From the perspective of algorithm design, at the current stage our algorithm offers both
deterministic and Monte-Carlo simulation modes to achieve good simulation results. In the
future more simulation modes will be investigated and implemented so that we can better
sample the sub-intervals or points from initial intervals of variables and parameters. Through
this a better balance between accuracy and efficiency can be achieved. For instance, it is
worth investigating the potential of the Latin Hypercube Sampling approach [23], an advanced
sampling approach suitable for dealing with systems with a large number of uncertain variables
and parameters, to be implemented as a simulation mode in order to handle dynamic systems
with many initial intervals.
Another design issue is the parallelisation of non-constructive simulation. The structure
of our non-constructive simulation algorithm makes it convenient to parallelise some of the
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components of the proposed algorithm, and Bruce [8] has done some initial work to investigate this issue. To start with, the parallelisation of the simulation modes will be first
investigated: apart from the Basic Interval Simulation, all the other simulation modes can be
easily parallelised by assigning simulations with different sub-intervals or points to different
CPUs, and maintaining a central repository to store simulation results from all CPUs. In
the future, we will further investigate the parallelisation of our simulation algorithm, perform
more experiments, and carry out relevant analysis for the obtained parallelisation benefit.
Finally, we expect that the research results presented in this report will contribute to
both the NS and QR communities by inspiring the development of new non-constructive
numerical and interval simulation algorithms, and we foresee the non-constructive approach
as a fruitful research direction for simulation at both quantitative and semi-quantitative levels.
The proposed approach is also a good example of combining established methodologies from
both AI and scientific computation areas to develop a novel hybrid approach. This shows
that in general the AI research can benefit from bringing in knowledge and methods from
other areas, especially long-established research areas where there are many research results
available. Furthermore, we hope the presented algorithm can be applied to more real-world
problems as either an independent tool or a complementary approach to both qualitative and
quantitative simulation.
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